BUSINESS PROC ESS IMPROVEMENT

BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION IN

A POST-FUNCTIONAL WORLD
The key to successful change is significant cross-functional
understanding and acceptance throughout the executive suite.

By Art Worster; Thomas R. Weirich, CPA; and Frank Andera

usiness transformation, particularly when
information technology (IT) applications
enable it, continues to present challenges
and disappointments more often than not.
Although many articles and books attempt to
provide insight for business leaders, including
management accountants, we still struggle to
improve business performance through transformation programs driven by enterprise
resource planning (ERP). It typically isn’t a
failure of one functional group; rather, the
paths to success have changed dramatically
over the past two decades.
While most articles advocate a single
approach to resolving these problems, success
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requires a coordinated program that involves
multiple elements. This means evolving from a
world that’s understood and organized by functions to one where ERP applications have
exposed the logical relationships between functions. Most companies haven’t recognized this
revelation, so they continue to attempt to resolve
cross-functional design issues from a functional
mind-set. Though logical relationships within
the business world haven’t changed, our ability
to identify, analyze, understand, and design them
has. It’s now difficult, if not impossible, to execute business transformation without significant
cross-functional understanding and acceptance
throughout the executive suite.
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The Challenge
Let’s look at a simple example of receiving raw materials.
Thirty years ago the material would arrive at the loading
dock, and the clerk would complete a paper form on
which the receipt was recorded (a receiver), indicating the
material, purchase order number, vendor, and the like.
The supervisor would eventually take the pile of receivers
to the purchasing department. The next morning the
clerk would clip the original purchase order to the pertinent receiver and place them on the purchasing manager’s desk. Once the purchasing manager checked the
documents, the file would proceed to the accounting
office where the accounting clerk would look up the standard cost for the material, multiply by quantity, place the
entry in the general ledger, pass the file to accounts
payable, and so on.
In the same manual way, receiving communicated the
receipt to production planning, inventory management,
quality assurance, and other departments as appropriate.
Each department analyzed and modified the information,
so then everyone who needed information received it
eventually. Note that each department adapted the detail
information to its particular processes and procedures.
As early IT applications were developed, overnight
updates would translate the information from one form
to another and update files.
Today when the material arrives, the operator takes a
hand-held device, looks up the purchase order, creates
the receiver on the device, enters the transaction, and
everything in the previous paragraph happens as a result
of one action. What’s the procedure for moving from a
manual process with many opportunities to tailor the
information to one where the company has aligned all
functional processes and then designed, implemented,
and accepted consistent cross-functional business
processes? Recognize that functional departments didn’t
only have their own procedures but that skills, objectives,
incentive programs, careers, and many other cultural
norms had grown up around them. Aligning the changes
to increase efficiencies and accuracy using ERP applications requires commitment throughout the executive
suite. One executive can lead the effort, but success
depends on gaining understanding and acceptance
throughout the leadership team. Let’s look at how this
should occur.
Anything as dramatic as a business transformation
must be built into a company’s vision, which can take the
form of a merger-and-acquisition strategy, an organicgrowth approach, or many others. To ensure an effective

business transformation:
1. The vision must define, understand, and address the
current or potential customers’ needs.
2. The vision must include the concept of business optimization, meaning that no organization will effectively
meet the needs of its customers unless it continuously
addresses internal issues of process competence and
performance.

Focus on the Customer
In the December 2011 issue of Strategic Finance, Andrew
Spanyi, a long-time advocate of focusing on the customer,
said in his article “How to Be a Transformational CFO”:
“Customers don’t care how a company is organized. They
only care about what the company provides them.” One
value a company provides its customers is high-quality,
competitively priced products. To do this reliably, it’s necessary to focus on efficient business processes. Internal
competencies and well-managed cost structures are critical
to providing good products and services because prices
will be more competitive and the company can maintain
its focus on the customer, not disruptive internal measures.
The concept of a business aligning with its customer
base in a rapidly evolving world has been around for a
long time, but the number of companies that ignore this
basic truth or aren’t effective in executing it is stunning.
Several years ago, while talking with a group of executives, a CEO apologized for the pace of change, paused,
and then promised that it would accelerate. He said he
would take every opportunity to change the organization
to remain closely aligned with his customers, a compelling argument for continuous change. A common
method to drive continuous change to focus on customer
alignment has been a cycle of centralization and decentralization, the idea being that neither centralization nor
decentralization is inherently “correct.” The dynamics of
moving from one style to the other, however, require
redesigning many business processes that have always
been part of a logically integrated organism that we managed functionally. Change requires the ability to see the
logic and design for efficiency.
Widespread introduction of ERP applications started
20 years ago. Today we have entire suites of functionality
that provide opportunities to understand cross-functional
integration to meet customers’ ever-changing needs. To
use the new capabilities properly, we need a different
approach to business reengineering, so it’s necessary to
capitalize on new, logical insight into how integrated
business processes operate.
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The Compelling Case for Business
Optimization

often necessary to take a closer look at customer needs.

Business optimization requires companies to:
1. Analyze business fundamentals that affect both cost
and revenue;
2. Identify areas where results can improve based on
baselines, common sense, and business knowledge;
3. Create a return-on-investment (ROI) stream;
4. Select IT applications to support new process designs
and to institutionalize organizational changes that
result;
5. Create continuous improvement governance programs; and
6. Create and implement optimal business process
designs.
For work to be transformational (revolutionary rather
than evolutionary change), an executive team that collectively understands how to integrate business processes
must lead the work. But every executive doesn’t become
an expert. Even when specific leaders oversee the transformation (perhaps the CFO and CIO), the project can
be derailed by functional executives who perceive the
organization as vertically aligned functional silos. In each
step, the need to understand both cross-functional integration and the resulting business management issues
becomes apparent. This provides an organization the
opportunity to identify and address them.

Identify Areas Ripe for Improvement

Analyze Business Fundamentals

Most businesses have a good idea of their issues that prevent optimal business results, but they often don’t know
exactly where the issues reside, how to get to them, or
what expectations should be to be competitive in their
industry. To determine how negatively these areas may be
affecting their business, it’s critical to gather data from a
variety of sources. In a business turnaround situation
recently, the company had to analyze competitive costs of
manufacturing before it could construct business plans.
The product had become a commodity where price competition primarily determined sales volumes. It was also
necessary to look at market segments because some products had relatively higher and lower costs to manufacture.
Typical of many businesses, turnaround team leaders
simply didn’t know what the key metrics were. It’s easy to
see physical symptoms of inefficiencies, such as piles of
inventory or large groups of employees doing menial data
collection tasks, but it’s much more difficult to see market
segments, manufacturing costs of competitors, and the
like. Before embarking on a transformation program, it’s
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Once a company collects data on business fundamentals,
business leaders can analyze results and catalogue areas
where the data indicates an opportunity for improvement, but discussing a solution too early in the process is
often detrimental. Business leaders may not be ready to
deal with potential cultural, political, and organizational
issues that could be roadblocks to success. This time calls
for patience until leaders have collected and analyzed
more information and discussed possible approaches.
It’s also necessary to discourage the tendency to blame
or engage in “I told you so” comments. Many business
leaders have likely known about conditions that are preventing optimal performance but could only see them
from a functional viewpoint. The combination of crossfunctional process knowledge, tools, and political will
wasn’t in place to allow a transformational solution.
Create a Return-on-Investment Stream

Before jumping to resolve issues, leaders should turn the
list of potential improvements into a consolidated analysis of return-on-investment potential. Whereas the company has viewed these opportunities as “problems,” it
should look at them as “opportunities.” It should view the
recoverable profits as business assets that aren’t yet recovered. Inevitably, the process illuminates interactions
between functions, and how departments have addressed
conflicts becomes obvious. For the first time, it’s possible
to see how the “Law of Unintended Consequences” has
conspired to create a quagmire of interrelationships that
have prevented resolution. It’s now possible to define a
potential ROI stream as the collective total of all areas
identified for improvement. This will necessarily cross
functional boundaries and allow for integrated thinking
and solutions. Prioritization, combination, project estimation, and timelines will come shortly, but it’s important to estimate the overall stream of expected returns as
accurately as possible. Transformation-minded executives
need to lead the organization, which includes not only
the CFO and CIO, but other functional executives also.
Select IT Applications

Most likely, the integrated applications platform is
already in place. If the company hasn’t selected one, this
analysis can define functionality that’s necessary to recover the lion’s share of the benefits. Yet even when a
company has selected and implemented a platform, it can

evaluate individual functions or components against the
identified opportunities. If the application can provide
the business processes to deliver the improvements, the
company can delay further discussion. If the application
package or packages can’t provide the necessary business
process support, it’s time to reengage the selection
process. Leaders must pay attention to the ease with
which new applications can integrate with the existing
application platform to ensure that the interface between
the applications is transparent to users and that it performs in an integrated fashion. Difficult or quite straightforward, it can’t be ignored. The company must also
evaluate the lifetime costs of proposed solutions and
accept the lowest-cost solution. These analyses often leave
out some costs or benefits because they’re difficult to estimate, but the “highest lifetime total benefit” decision will
best serve the company’s long-term interests.
Create Comprehensive Continuous
Improvement Programs

There are many reasons improvement programs based on
or supported by ERP applications perform better in a
business culture of continuous improvement. Reducing
complexity, focusing on immediate ROI in the shorter
term, and embedding this into the culture are all critical
to a long-term and lasting business transformation. Other
important considerations are:
◆ The pace of overall business and industry changes,
◆ The continued acceleration of change as technology
creates new opportunities, and
◆ The lack of any rational thought process to indicate
that it will cease.
Key considerations at this point are to create a stream
of programs that will start producing ROI early, which
reduces complexity such that success is expected and can
be completed within the “mean time for the organization
to change its mind.” Remember, customers are changing,
vendors are changing, and the regulatory environment is
changing. Outside influences tend to overrun long-term
programs. Together they produce a compelling case for
flattening the investment curve, taking complexity out of
the program, establishing a long-term continuous
improvement program governance function, and embedding the expectation of success into the culture.
Create Optimal Business Process Designs

Only at this point is an organization fully prepared to
construct a program to create optimal business processes
across functions with a realistic expectation of success.

How to execute this process may be less important than
establishing the components. The business process design
(reengineering) must include all affected functions. It’s
also equally critical that designers and the executive suite
understand and agree on both the design and the functional impacts.

The Transformational CEO
It seems hard to imagine embarking on an effective transformation program without the CEO’s leadership and
vision. In his book A Force for Change, John Kotter makes
the point that the first requirement for a leader is to
establish the organization’s vision, which should be broad
enough to inspire the organization to do the difficult
work but detailed enough to create a compelling case for
continuous change. This must include constant improvement in the applications platform’s ability to support and
sustain business changes. If it isn’t in the vision, many
failure points will subvert the change process. Given the
other responsibilities of a CEO, however, it’s difficult to
see how employees would view this leader as the primary
driver and manager of the change process.

The Transformational CFO
Andrew Spanyi also discusses the need for the CFO to
measure what matters, forge essential partnerships, and
promote an enterprise view. Any CFO must have these
attributes to be an effective leader in a transformational
organization, but many CFOs aren’t in a position to
resolve cross-functional issues. If the CFO doesn’t have a
transformational viewpoint throughout this process, he
or she can be a barrier to meaningful change.

The Transformational CIO
In his book The Transformational CIO, Hunter Muller
defines attributes of a CIO that will allow him or her to
lead a transformation process. The first three are:
◆ Establish a vision,
◆ Work to build acceptance of change into the culture,
and
◆ Partner with the business.
While it’s difficult to argue with these principles, it’s
also hard to see how they will occur. As a guide for a
transformation-minded CIO, these steps are clearly valid
and necessary, but the common view of the CIO as a
technologist who manages the necessary “evil” technology
costs for the organization must change. The organization
can’t be allowed to universally dislike the results because
they haven’t embraced the changes. That will always act
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as a barrier to the CIO assuming a business leadership
role. Again, as with the CFO, a CIO who accepts the role
as a technologist who is simply an order taker from business leadership does the organization a disservice.
The company, therefore, must see the CIO as having
the responsibility to translate tech talk into business
speak that explains the business value the applications
platform produces. The CIO can quickly move from
being the “technical person who tries to meet business
needs” to “the business leader who just happens to understand and manage the IT systems.” This allows the organization to transform itself and attain or remain in a
leadership position in the industry.

The Transformational Organization
It’s the organization rather than one individual leader,
regardless of position, that must be truly transformational for a business to make the most effective use of the
capability of IT applications. Our book Maximizing
Return on Investment Using ERP Applications (John Wiley
& Sons, September 2012) presents a road map to help an
organization understand business management fundamentals that change with introducing integrated business
processes. This book tackles how transformational programs need to change the way business leaders view organizational fundamentals.
On the other hand, one key leader on the executive
team who doesn’t see himself or herself as transformational can easily derail the entire process. We’ve seen experiences from both ends of the spectrum that rendered all
efforts fruitless. One CEO declared that the business team
was too busy with “more important things” to become
involved in defining business processes, so the CIO was,
by edict, IT leadership, business leadership, and owner of
all the solutions. The CFO supported this decision, and
the CIO accepted it. The result? The technical team and
software vendor consultants designed business processes
and functionality that the functional business executives
never accepted. The program failed.
In a different company, the CIO, a business leader,
drove the transformation program at the direction and
with the support of the CEO, only to be derailed by a
revolt of functional business leaders who hadn’t bought
into the program. In this case, the CEO thought that by
assigning a business leader to lead the ERP implementation, he could gain acceptance from the other senior
executives. But no work was done to alter the functional
thought process of the other executives, and the CIO was
simply written off as a traitor.
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In another organization, leaders talked the talk very
well, but, at the end of the program, they distrusted the
ROI, managed costs to the lowest level possible, compressed timelines, marginalized project teams, and eliminated critical program elements because they didn’t
understand their importance. In this case, while individual leaders may have accepted opportunities to transform
their parts of the organization, the organization remained
rooted in past behaviors and resisted changing the business processes both within and between their areas of
responsibility.
The final points to remember are:
1. Transformation isn’t for the faint of heart. It’s a
difficult and complex business that requires crossfunctional understanding and focus throughout the
executive team.
2. Key leader roles are crucial to any organization trying
to become transformational, and not one of the key
leaders individually has the ability to perform all the
necessary roles.
3. Selecting key leaders who understand and embrace the
transformation process is critical to success.
4. It’s necessary to train the cross-functional leadership
team on the role of business processes supported by
integrated business applications to deliver improved
business results.

Implications for Management
Accountants
Because business transformation in a post-functional
world continues to present challenges, the implementation of IT applications or ERP systems isn’t an easy task
and can have several consequences for many people,
including management accountants. Let’s briefly review
the management accountant’s role in supporting and
evaluating the process of developing and delivering ROIbased ERP programs since this will be the ultimate test of
whether an organization has successfully adopted a transformational mind-set.
Until now, many management accountants haven’t had
the visibility to identify what processes should do, how to
simplify them, or how to evaluate these programs. Today
they’re better educated in IT applications and are actively
involved in design and implementation processes, which
allows many positive changes in the tasks. Since they provide data and information to leaders, their participation
ensures that analyses are available based on how they
obtain and report data. And as businesses learn how to
better use the IT applications or ERP system, manage-

calculations, so, too, will they

ing the implementation of the IT application or ERP
system,
3. Focus more on internal reporting such as performance
measures and control issues,
4. Be more involved in forward-looking analyses
because the IT application will be capable of any
desired historical-based report, and
5. Be more involved in cross-functional analysis or the
integration of data and business processes.

become more important as the

Optimal Results

As management accountants
become more critical to the
entire process of identifying,
quantifying, and validating ROI

gatekeepers of project successes.

ment accountants will gain value from it, and their role
or tasks performed will change. They may spend less time
on data collection, so most will be able to spend more
time on analysis and helping identify appropriate changes
needed in the processes to achieve better results and
improve the return on the IT investment.
There’s an old adage that “you can only understand
what you can measure.” In a transformational organization, the leadership team designs and operates their businesses such that they’re able to achieve optimal business
results. In doing this, in addition to reaching a new
understanding of how a company integrates business
processes, business leaders will have identified ROI targets that are used to select projects and build an expectation of success.
As management accountants become more critical to
the entire process of identifying, quantifying, and validating ROI calculations, so, too, will they become more
important as the gatekeepers of project successes. These
metrics are often so convoluted and obfuscated by the
failure to clearly differentiate projects by intended results
that leaders give up on trying to measure success or failure. In this case, management accountants will:
1. Become the key scorekeepers for the transformational
executive team,
2. Be more involved in business decision making follow-

The advent of full-suite integrated business application
packages offers the best opportunity in decades to keep
the focus on the customer while optimizing the operation
of the business to produce optimal business results. The
move from a functional organization to a transformational one, however, requires business leaders, including
management accountants, to gain knowledge about how
business process logic can lead to high-level performance
in a post-functional world. Success requires every executive to accept these changes and take on a transformational role. This includes the CEO, CFO, and CIO, as well
as the rest of the executive team, all of whom must
understand the nature of designing solutions in an integrated business world. SF
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